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Abstract : With this pandemic people are worn-out by residing domicile, prefer going to malls and  retail outlets.Post pandemic 

retail sector is becoming more organized  and increasing number of competition the companies have  spotlight on the concept of 

Visual Merchandising. Through this concept only the companies can look for a sustained competitive advantage over other rivals 

.VM is not how you display  items in the store; but is a  broader concept which  includes Brand,store image and Consumer 

Buying Behavior as the future of retail will be governed by concept of Visual Merchandising . This study focuses attention on 

Visual merchandising  influences the productivity of Brand Post Pandemic and research aims to find out how Retailers 

perspective towards Visual merchandising  and how the brands productivity is influenced. The outcome of this research allows 

retailers to evaluate the importance of Visual Merchandising and the suggestions, as it is the only key which will enchance the  

profitability of a brand Post pandemic. 

 

Index Terms – Post Pandemic, Retail,Visual Merchandising,Productivity  

 
INTRODUCTION 
The last phase of any economic activity is retail and thus retail trade plays an important role in the global economy. To 

understand the range of the word retail, numbers of definitions of the word retail have been carefully studied. A Retail store is 

any business whose sales volume comes primarily from trade. According to Philip Kotler, Trading includes all activities related 

to the sale of goods or services to end patrons for personal, non-commercial use.  

 

The word retail is plagiaristic from the French word retaillier, means to fragment. A retailer is characterized as “a merchant or 

seller who sells goods in petite capacity” or “one who retell or is correlated. Any industry that does business to end users be it a 

company, a merchant or a retailer, is a retailer. It doesn't matter how the commodities are sold (by self, letters, cellular phone, 

vending machine, internet, sold in a shop, on the street, or at the patron’s home). 

  

The ultimate stage is retail trade by providing of the goods for utilization by end patrons. In simple terms, any company that sells 

products to the end patron takes on the role of retail and thus includes all activities related to the marketing of goods and services 

directly to patrons for personal, family or domestic use.  

 

The Visual Merchandising strategy and full implementation of it has the ability to convert a simple memo name into a brand and 

is an undeniable fact. The brand images become a playground for the execution of the visual merchandising touch and end result 

is always an expanded sales matrix. The strategies that have been developed without losing sight of the end purpose, visual 

merchandising activities does not make it difficult at all for retail brands to grab attention, socialize, and inspire patrons to buy. 

 

It is very important to know that in today's complex business world after the widespread, retail includes not only goods but also 

services that can be delivered to the end patrons. In an age when the patron is king and marketers are focused on patron safety, 

and for a premium shopping experience retail can be redefined as the first point of contact for patrons. 
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After the widespread, retail store design has never been more important or could potentially be such a handicap. Lockdown 

restrictions may be lifted around the world, but the widespread is far from over. This means that returning patrons to stores is 

double the challenge and has emotional characteristics, and operational characteristics. 

 

The patrons are divided between those who want to “relive” human contact within the stores through the presence of employees, 

assistants or promoters and those who would rather rely on digital technologies to maintain it a high level of security. Summing 

up with the current scenario the retail sectors will focus more on changing the existing formats by reinventing the Omni-channel 

consumer experience together with brick and mortar retail. Retailers need to create exciting store design using innovative 

merchandising techniques to attract people to visit stores and here comes the role of the visual merchandiser who designs the 

store and gives patrons a sense of protection and a great experience during these widespread circumstances of shopping 

experience where a sense of safety awareness is created while shopping.  

 

The Indian retail sector is switching to "Second Gear", with many attempts being made to consistently meet patron expectations, 

says the article "Inspired by the Art World". Given the change in the pace of simple awareness rising, it has its own advantage in 

terms of connecting and challenges to face. By creating a solid foundation for buyer-based businesses, we are moving towards a 

first global fantasy where we are not buying a product, but an experience. Shopping malls, hypermarkets, retail stores, branded 

stores, and even small retailers understand and recognize the need and importance of Visual Merchandising to generate good 

business after the widespread. The real challenge for retail management is converting post-widespread steps into sales. This is the 

new science of retail. 

 

Indian consumers are becoming more and more global in their point of view, becoming more aware of security measures, shop 

windows, fashion trends and consequently demanding an improved level of design, innovation of spaces, appearance and look 

and feel. Visual merchandising is the only key that can improve the mechanism of communicating with patrons and influencing 

their purchase decisions, and it has grown importance in an affordable way to grow retail stores in the situation of a widespread. 

The Ability to attract patrons' attention to stores, storefronts with larger window treatments is displayed on the front facade / 

entrance of a store. The most basic meaning of a store front / entrance is that a store front / entrance is the arrangement of objects 

(mannequins / props / display signs etc) in such a way that patrons are attracted and the best products and safety signs are 

presented in a way which provides them feeling of safety while shopping in the store. 

 

Just like Chameleon post widespread, the retailer’s are changing as per the situation with safety strategies and representation to 

allow room for social distancing action and continuous sanitization of the store area (physical measures and with technology). 

Retail companies that have emerged from the COVID-19 crisis and that have a stronger and more viable approach are the ones 

that are able to meet the unforeseen challenges and manage the changes that are required and are reinventing themselves by 

relying on online sales in addition to brick-and-mortar retail. A beautiful line said by Darwin that it is not the strongest species 

that survive, nor the smartest, but the one that is most susceptible to change. Speed, Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity is 

the so called world and one survives if urge to adopt an ever- changing situation post widespread. 

 

As History reminds us every disaster lies a seed of opportunity .This research aims to find out the outlook of  how visual 

merchandising influence the productivity of a brand post pandemic , and the outcomes of this study could play a considerable role 

in deciding what will be the future of Visual Merchandising and how its impact on the brand productivity elevate, this research 

optimistically allows institutions to review their prospectus on the ground of the findings and the suggestions  by this study. 

 
METHODOLOGY  

  

Method 

The main objective of my Research project as mentioned earlier is to "Find out the Importance & Role of Visual Merchandising 

in sales of the store Post Pandemic.” 

Therefore I have use exploratory research to conduct the survey that seems to be the most suitable method because it is used 

whenever enough understanding is needed about the project before proceeding further. 

The Primary objective of the exploratory research is to explore or search through a problem or situation to provide insights and 

understanding.  

Exploratory research is characterized by flexibility and Versatility, with respect to the methods because formal research protocols 

and procedures are not employed. 

Researchers are alert to the new ideas and insights as they proceed and thus originality and creativity of the researcher plays a 

major role in exploratory research. 

 

Research Questions 

Analytical model has been developed so as to find consumer awareness regarding importance of Visual Merchandising. Primary 

data is being collected on the basis of  questionnaires which reveal the Importance of Visual Merchandising depending upon their 

different and significant features. Relevant characteristics, factors, product attributes or variables that affect this research have 

been included. 

 

 The questionnaire survey consisted of 10 questions which are as follows:- 

  

1.1Data Analyzing the Frequency of visits to a particular retail store Post Pandemic:  How Often do you visit retail store   for 

shopping Post Pandemic ? 
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1.2 Patrons shopping experience at various retail stores ( value fashion format ) like Reliance Trends, Max, Pantaloons, FBB Post 

Pandemic: What does the partions  sense, experience, feel and visualize about shopping experience ? 

1.3 Tried  to relate the knowledge of customers in terms of visual merchandising : What is Visual Merchandising ? 

1.4 The area of improvement in terms of availability, presentation, options, browsing space, window display, store image Post 

Pandemic:  Which are the  most important factors for patrons in area of improvement while shopping ? 

1.5 Does the proper placement of product/ merchandise in store essential so as to reduce the additional time while shopping post 

pandemic: How essential  it is for stores to upkeep with merchandise presentation? 

1.6 The main finding of this research is based on this question where it was asked ,whether patrons like to shop in the stores with 

Creative presentation, Clarity and Comfortable shopping experience Post Pandemic : Importan C3 rules where visual 

merchandisers uses to influence the purchase decision ? 

1.7 Do well organized stores with merchandise, look and feel & safety in the store & external display influence the buying Post 

pandemic: External and Internal displays surely depends on the above factors.? 

1.8 How does the better display of products influence you in any of the retail outlets? :  By Creating desire to buy, helps to 

understand the fashion trend, creating  fashion stimulation? 

1.9 How often the retailers change their visual displays and bring in the fresh display: Freshness is the top driver of a customers 

satisfaction and is been done through windows, clusters,focalpoints, merchandise rotation? 

1.10  Rank the stores according to the specific features post pandemic: price, product, ambience and variety ? 

 

Study Sample  

Total 200-300 patrons of Retail stores ( value fashion format stores ) like -Reliance trends, Max, Pantaloons & FBB ,where in  

aprox 70 patrons  from the above stores in pune city were conduct with Interviews ,where  their feedbacks and expertise  were  

utilized  for this study  as  how visual merchandising influences the sale for retailers and  subjects varying from the importance  

of  art of presentation  and how visual  merchandising  creates aspiration. Different retail stores( value fashion format stores ), 

demographic and mix gender sampling were done for analysis.  

 

Study Domain 

The key-informants from different retailers and their patrons were identifeied in an online survey. The Google form link was 

forwarded to the patrons by WhatsApp. The questionnaire, was circulated to other retail stores patrons, as convenience 

sampling. The link was disabled after a week after distributing the Google forms. A total of 250 patrons responded from pune 

city ,state Maharashtra,India.  

 

Data Collection and Analysis: 

The information was gathered employing a questionnaire, Likert scale of 1–10, closed questions like Yes/No/Maybe, and open-

ended questions, on that basis result and data were checked and compared. Data were analyzed on an Excel spreadsheet via 

different statistical methods like percentages, mean, and standard deviation. Statistics were represented through pie charts, 

graphs, and tables.   

 

 

RESULT  

Results from analysis of data gather together from the study are presented underneath. 

 

1.1 How Often do you visit retail store for shopping Post Pandemic: 

a) Once a week                      

b) Twice a week                      

c) Fortnightly       

d) Monthly       

 
Table 1.1 How Often do you visit retail store for shopping Post Pandemic 

Q1 Responses Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative Percent 

Valid > Once a Week 70 25 28 28 

 

Twice a Week 40 14 16 44 

 

Fortnightly 65 23 26 70 

 

Monthly 75 27 30 100 

Total 250 89 100 

 

Missing > System 6 11 

  

Grand Total 256 100 
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Figure 1.1 How Often do you visit retail store for shopping Post Pandemic  

                                                        

The above database Figure 1.1,is seeked to examine the frequency of  the visit to the Retail Store-Reliance Trends, MAX, 

Pantaloons, FBB ,vale fashion format stores. 

As per the data base Table1.1 maximum  number of people visits  monthly to a Retail store/ outlet. This tells us about the 

buying behavior of the patrons/consumer because the people who visits  monthly  to the store  are for actual purchases and 

real buying happen their. 

The next best frequency is the people visiting once a week 70/250 have very little to buy but come to the store every month 

for maybe an day out/ window shopping. 

 

 1.2  Rate the shopping experience at various retail stores like Reliance Trends, Max,Pantaloons, FBB Post Pandemic.  

 

Table 1.2 Rate the shopping experience at various retail stores like Reliance Trends, Max,Pantaloons, FBB Post Pandemic. 

 

Store Excellent 
Very 
Good 

Satisfactory Poor 
Very 
Poor 

Reliance 
Trends 

190 60 0 0 0 

 
MAX 

95 90 30 35 0 

Pantaloons 35 95 105 10 5 

FBB 0 20 60 105 65 

Once a Week Twice a Week Fortnightly Monthly

Frequency 70 40 65 75

Valid Percent 28 16 26 30

70

40

65

75

28

16

26
30

Frequency Valid Percent
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Figure 1.2 Rate the shopping experience at various retail stores like Reliance Trends, Max,Pantaloons, FBB Post Pandemic. 

 

The most rated frequency of excellent is of Reliance Trends i.e. 190 out of 250Figure 1.2. 

This means that the people are either not responsive of other players in the market or they are not up to the paradigm of the store  

Reliance Trends Post Pandemic. 

The rating of  MAX  as shown in Table 1.2 may not be excellent but it has managed to gain recognition and peculiarity as 95 

respondents have rated it as Very Good, the most in Very good Category 

 
1.3 What is Visual Merchandising? I tried to relate the knowledge of patrons in termof visual merchandising . 

Table 1.3 What is Visual Merchandising? 

Type  Responses 

Window Displays 90 

In Store Display 75 

Merchandise Presentation 50 

Instore Cluster display 35 

 

 

                                                            Figure1.3 What is Visual Merchandising?  

 

As per the  data base shown in Figure 1.3  the patrons rated window display, instore displays  and next best frequency was in 

merchandise presentation .This question was important as to know how customer relate their understanding  about visual 

merchandising while shopping in stores / malls.  

Hence to  it showcase that the knowledge  relate to patrons about  visual merchandising  is  window displays  which  is an  one of 

the important feature  for any retailers/ stores / malls. 

 

Excellent Very Good Satisfactory Poor Very Poor

Reliance Trends 190 60 0 0 0

MAX 95 90 30 35 0

Pantaloons 35 95 105 10 5

FBB 0 20 60 105 65

190

60

0 0 0

35

95
105

10 50

20

60

105

65

WINDOW DISPLAYS

IN STORE DISPLAY

MERCHANDISE 

PRESENTATION

INSTORE CLUSTER DISPLAY

90

75

50

35
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1.4 Does the proper placement of product/ merchandise in store essential so as to reduce the additional time while shopping post 

pandemic.  

 

Table 1.4 proper placement of product is essential so as to reduce the additional time while shopping post pandemic. 

Response Code Count % 

Yes 205 82% 

No 45 18% 

 

 

Figure 1.4 proper placement of product is essential so as to reduce the additional time while shopping post pandemic. 

 

As per the database Figure1.4 the majority of the people have said that it is very imp to have an art of presentation in the stores  

focousing merchandising  presentation and correct communication  as it give them easy and quick access to the merchandise  

without wasting  their time discoverying  the same , hence its is very imp for retail stores to upkeep the merchandise presentation 

for better consequences. 

 

 
1.5 The area of improvement in terms of availability, variety, options, innovation, window display , store image Post Pandemic 

                                         

 Table 1.5 availability,variety,options, innovation,window display,store image Post Pandemic 

Area Of Improvement Reposnses 

Variety 105 

Innovation 35 

Availability 55 

Presentation  45 

Window Display 10 
 

                                                                                          

 

82%

18%
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Figure 1.5 availability,variety,options, innovation,window display,store image Post Pandemic 

Maximum number of people says( table 5) that the area which needs improvement is the Range/ variety / options  in the stores, as 

showcasing variety in ( depth ) helps the customers to get a chance to the choose from the wide range , hence  it is recommend to  

showcase the options in width & Depth brick wise of any category– ( kurties, skirts, denims, etc ) 

 

 

 

1.6 The main finding of this research is based on this question where it was asked the respondents whether patrons like to shop in 

the stores with creative presentation, clarity and comfortable shopping experience Post Pandemic. 

   

 

Table 1.6 main findings of this research 

 

Response 

Code 
Count % 

Yes 215 86% 

No 35 14% 

                                                            

                        

 

Table 1.6 main findings of this research 

 

The result of this database Table1.6 is quite obvious. YES to shop in the stores with  more creative presentation, clarity and 

comfortable shopping experience Post Pandemic. 

People like to go visits  stores/ malls  where the  visual merchandising domains  - visual, atmosphere, merchandise, audio and 

odor  as  it creates  aspiration to the customers , which excites their  interest and influence their buying behaviour  by this means 

the data which states that 86% of people prefer  creative presentation, clarity ,comfortable shopping experience and display as an 

attraction of shopping which without a doubt tells us that superior/ high -quality visual merchandising amplifies  the consumer 

purchasing power which ultimately increases the sales of the store. 

 

 

VARIETY

INNOVATION

AVAILABILITY

PRESENTATION 

WINDOW DISPLAY

105

35

55

45

10

Yes
86%

No
14%
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1.7 Do well organized stores with merchandise and safety internally & external display influence the buying Post 

pandemic? 

Table 1.7 internal & external display 

 

 

Responses  Count 

All The Times 110 

Sometimes 90 

No 45 

Never 5 

                                                                                     

 

Figure1.7 internal & external display 
 
The database inTable1.7 clearly shows that the showcasing merchandise  is the art of presentation as it attracts and educates the 

customers about the season fashion, offers, and safety notions ,hence major significant  factor where the patrons gets fascinated 

and influenced are organized stores with merchandise and safety internally  & external display . 

 

1.8 How does the better display of products influence you in any of the retail outlets? 

Table 1.8 product influence 

Responses  Count 

Creates Desire To Buy 45 

Helps Understand Trends 35 

Create Fashion Stimulation 60 

All Of The Above 110 

 

All The Times Sometimes No Never

110

90

45

5
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Figure 1.8 product influence 

The dataset Figure1.8 clearly authenticates the fact  that the visual merchandising  do helps to cerate desire, helps to understand 

the trends , and creates fashion stimulus  and by  boosting the sales for the stores  and by uplifting the store image .  

As per Table1.9 all of the above factores which shows 110 count represents that better display of products –does create desire to 

buy, helps understand the fashion and creates fashion stimulation. 

 

1.9 How often the retailers change their visual displays and bring in the fresh display ? 

Table 1.9 change og visual displays 

Responses Count 

Once a fortnight 45 

Once a month 105 

Once in 3 months 90 

More frequently 10 

 

                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1.9 change of visual displays 

How often displays are changed ? it depends  from retailer to retailer but most importantly it has been seen that any seasons  full-

size elements like windows are changed  on monthly basis  where Maximum of 105 respondents out of 250  that is 42% says that 

they change their display once in a month.Figure 1.9 

The instore merchandise displays, clusters displays , category wise displays can change often-min 7-10 days ,due to multiple 

reasons like, to give freshness in merchandise and the look and feel, for non- moving articles, etc 

 

18%

14%

24%

44%

Creates Desire To Buy
Helps Understand Trends
Create Fashion Stimulation
All Of The Above

Once a 

fortnight

18%

Once a 

month

42%

Once in 3 

months

36%

More 

frequently

4%
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1.10 Rank the stores according to the specific features. 

Table 1.10 store ratings 

  

Vishal 

Mega 

Mart 

Max 

Reliance 

trends 

Pantaloons FBB 

Price 5 2 1 3 4 

Product 5 2 1 3 4 

Ambience 5 3 1 2 4 

Variety 5 2 1 3 4 

       

 

                                                                                Figure1.10 store ratings 

 

 

The survey was done with e value fashion format stores in pune and it clearly showcases in Table1.10 that  Reliance Trends  

leads  in  the market  when it comes to the preference of the customers, be it any factor price ,product, ambience, and variety. 

MAX is given the second preference by the customers Table1.10 

And Pantaloons managed to gain the third spot ahead of the FBB &VMM Figure 1.10 

Customers prefer least to go to VMM due to  major nonexistence  of  visual merchandising which is  very vital  factor for any 

retail stores. 

The reason for Reliance Trends  being the market leader is because of its  visual merchandising  whcich showcases the art of 

presentation through merchandise, look and feel, educating customers, windowdisplays and  focousing on safety notions  in 

comparison with  the other stores . 
 

CONCLUSION 

With the customers being bombarded with n number of choices  post pandemic it is important for a competitor to effectively 

differentiate their product or service from others in order to achieve sustained competitive advantage. Visual merchandising is the 

Price

Product

Ambience

Variety
0

0.5
1

1.5
2

2.5
3

3.5
4

4.5
5

Vishal Mega

Mart
Max Reliance trends Pantaloons FBB

Price 5 2 1 3 4

Product 5 2 1 3 4

Ambience 5 3 1 2 4

Variety 5 2 1 3 4
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future that would be leading the retail sector. The customers are also feeling the same way and retailers has to revolutionize to 

uphold and develop in the market .  

The various data collected from well formatted and structured questionnaire is analyzed and tabulate using SPSS tool (Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences) and the importance of visual merchandising was brought up. It is concluded that visual 

merchandising is the future of retail marketing because by this can  affect consumer buying behavior and their  perception. 

Visual Merchandising does entice the customer towards product and influences the buying decision of customers. The above 

analysis reveals that visual merchandising does influence the customer buying decision with respect to apparel, accessories, 

foodstuff shopping. Respondents from different demographics have expressed the similar view and therefore visual 

merchandising has played a vital role in sales promotions in retail shops. Further, it is also realized that the effective and  suitable 

visual merchandising results into impulse buying and supplements purchasing trend .  

The outcomes of this research hopefully allows the  group of people  to evaluate the significance of visual merchandising which 

is pioneering now and progressing tomorrow on the ground of the findings and the suggestions by this study. 
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